
What Can I Do Now?

Session Key Concepts Examples Of What Can I Do Now

Personality Styles, Stressors
and Communication

Communication and Stressors based
on Personality Styles

Note your co-workers true colors, create a document to identify
your potential roadblocks when communicating with them. i.e.
taking too long to explain something orange, being too harsh or
blunt (blue), not giving enough detail(green), not setting enough
parameters (gold).  Have Colour descriptions laminated and on the
table for every meeting or posted on a highly visible wall for easy
reference.   Add mini color descriptions to the footer of meeting
agendas.

Communication & Coaching for
Performance

Communication Feedback - Level One
Listening - Environmental Coaching -
Using “What” statements

Create a list of what questions to lead into environmental coaching ;
ie what would you suggest - when communicating  have systems
avoid distractions and focus on non-verbal cues ie turn phones off
or hold meetings in a distraction free area - put a system in place to
follow up on communication and ensure it has been received as
intended ie once a week check emails that you have not received a
confirmation and do a verbal check in.

Collaboration, Cohesion & Trust
Link between trust and transparency -
Link between transparency and
cohesion

Create a transparent communication document for your meetings ie
outlining how and when round table discussions will work.  Create
protocols for differences in thought ie vote and if majority say yes
try it, - create a team artifact or ritual that sets up opportunities to
meet face to face and focus on a common goal - Create a code of
conduct for yourself and your team.

Conflict Management,
Negotiation & Politics

How to Lead Honest Conversations:
ask, listen, go first, set rules
How to Remove Politics : share
knowledge, power and use data

Create a document for your projects or meeting ie including facts,
space for alternative ideas, goals this sets up healthy debate about
the different ideas based on facts it also creates a balance of
power.
Create a code of conduct (Rules) for heath debate  at your
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How to Lead Functional Conflict:
facts, alternatives, goals, power
balance, one team

meetings - Everyone is invited to share their ideas- There is no
reprimand formal or informal for any ideas shared - One person is
assigned the role of Devil's Advocate.

Leadership

Opportunities for leadership by shifting
leadership styles - Good leaders are
easy to follow - invite others to join
them - give attention to those
neglected

Have someone else review your instructions to ensure they are
easy to follow - roundtable where everyone shares on meeting
agenda - set a regular schedule to provide positive feedback and
encouragement

Mental Health Stress
Management

Recognizing  mental health issues in
yourself and others.  Strategies to
manage stress and mental health

Organize a  mental health talk for your team.   Post a highly  a
poster with ways to manage mental health ( could be in bathroom
stalls)

Motivation, Equity & Group
Dynamics

What motivates people in the
workplace - What contributes to a toxic
work environment - Anti Harassment
healthy workplaces

Add notes on positive anti harassment anti violence
activities in the footer of agenda notes.   Create a system
where employees can share information anonymously when
they witness harassment for violence in the workplace.

Delivering Constructive
Feedback

Pitfalls of delivering constructive
feedback - Ensuring engagement -
Star Method of Feedback specific,
task, action result

Create a S.T. A. R. form to use when providing feedback to
staff.  Set a time in the week to give positive feedback.
Document  feedback, noting three positive feedback items
for everyone that requires change.   Ask the person to help
you by changing their actions.

Influencing Through
Stakeholder Management

Roadblocks to influence - Is your
stakeholder unaware, resistant,
neutral, supportive, or leading -
stakeholder analysis ie what does your

Make a list of your barriers to influence, Then make a list of
how you might address those issues.

Use the stakeholder assessment form  to assess
stakeholders ( employees)
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stakeholder need etc.

Problem Solving, Change &
Management

Most effective  problem solving
techniques- 5 steps to problem solving

Make a list of  your top three problem solving challenges in
one column and what you can do to address that  challenge
in the other .
Add to your meeting agenda when choosing ideas is iit
effective, efficient and with the fewest side effects

Continuous Improvement &
Measuring Success

Feeding the pipeline -what have you
accomplished , what do you need to
do , how will you do it , hold yourself
accountable and know you have made
a difference

Create a Success Measurement Tool to determine your
successes in the last six months

What do you want to do in the next six months?  Add to
January and June meeting agendas


